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source (Hui et al. 2019). The tool is easy to setup and conﬁgure to collect public tweets matching a standing user query
in real time. Its algorithms mine the data for potential ampliﬁcation of information by likely coordinated bot accounts
with a user-friendly web dashboard for in-depth investigation of suspicious content. In exchange for the free software,
BotSlayer collects anonymous usage data for research, in a
way that is compliant with Twitter’s terms and guidelines.

Abstract
BotSlayer is an application that helps track and detect potential manipulation of information spreading on Twitter. It
can be used by journalists, corporations, political candidates,
and civil society organizations to discover online coordinated
campaigns in real time. BotSlayer uses an anomaly detection
algorithm to ﬂag hashtags, links, accounts, phrases, and media that are trending and ampliﬁed in a coordinated fashion
by likely bots. A Web dashboard lets users explore the tweets
and accounts associated with suspicious campaigns, visualize
their spread, and search related content on multiple search engines and social media platforms. BotSlayer is easily installed
and conﬁgured in the cloud. It will aid in the study and early
detection of social media manipulation phenomena.

BotSlayer Software Demo
A BotSlayer instance can be set up using an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) on Amazon Web Services (AWS). New
AWS users can host the instance on a free-tier machine.
We also provide instructions for an alternative setup using
a Docker container. Pulling up the Web interface of a fresh
instance of BotSlayer, the conﬁguration page allows users
to enter Twitter API keys (which must be obtained from the
Twitter Developer platform), and a set of query terms for
data collection. BotSlayer will then start collecting tweets
matching the user query using the Twitter ﬁlter API.
The system extracts entities from each tweet, including
hashtags, phrases, user mentions, images, videos, and links.
The BotSlayer Web dashboard (Fig. 1) presents the most
suspicious 1,000 entities that may be ampliﬁed through malicious coordination. Entities are presented in a table, ranked
by their “BS” (BotSlayer) level — the higher, the more suspicious. This is a default setting; users can sort according to
other criteria, such as the number of tweets containing an entity, its trendiness, the number of accounts, and their average
bot score (Yang et al. 2020). The dashboard auto-refreshes
to keep the information up-to-date.
The dashboard provides users with links to Hoaxy to investigate suspicious entities. Hoaxy is a system that visualizes diffusion networks — how an entity spreads from user
to user — from the Twitter search API or user-provided
data (Shao et al. 2018b). Fig. 1 shows the network visualization of one particular entity. Each node in the network
represents a Twitter account, colored according to its bot
score. Each edge in the network represents a retweet, quote,
or mention by which the entity is transmitted. One can replay
the spreading of the information and inspect the tweets and
accounts involved. The BotSlayer dashboard has two Hoaxy

Introduction
Social media can be manipulated through forms of abuse
such as astroturf (Ratkiewicz et al. 2011), ampliﬁcation of
misinformation (Shao et al. 2018b), and trolling (Zannettou
et al. 2019). These manipulations often involve social bots,
inauthentic accounts controlled in part by software (Ferrara
et al. 2016), which have been employed to inﬂuence the
U.S. presidential election in 2016 (Bessi and Ferrara 2016;
Shao et al. 2018a), the 2017 Catalan referendum in Spain
(Stella, Ferrara, and De Domenico 2018), the French Presidential Election of 2017 (Ferrara 2017), and the 2018 U.S.
midterm election (Deb et al. 2019; Yang, Hui, and Menczer
2019). The detection of such malicious inﬂuence campaigns
is therefore of utmost importance to our society.
However, the collection of data from social media at scale
requires computational resources and coding skills (Davis,
Ciampaglia, and others 2016). In addition, the detection
of online campaigns presents signiﬁcant technical challenges (Varol et al. 2017). These difﬁculties have greatly
limited the opportunities for journalists, corporations, political candidates, and civil society organizations to detect and
study online manipulation campaigns.
To ﬁll this gap, here we present a free DIY toolkit
called BotSlayer (URL omitted for anonymity). (osome.iuni.
iu.edu/tools/botslayer). The software is available as open
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Figure 1: BotSlayer Web dashboard. Using action buttons in the Hoaxy column, one can visualize diffusion networks. The
research buttons let users plot timelines and explore entities across search and social media platforms.
action buttons: the robot icon visualizes the data collected
by BotSlayer that contains a matched query term and the
selected entity; the heartbeat icon visualizes the tweets returned by a live search for the entity on Twitter.
For each entity, other functionalities provide timeline
plots and search across multiple platforms for studying
cross-domain suspicious activities. These include Twitter,
Google, Facebook, Reddit, YouTube, and 4chan. If the entity
is an image or a video, the Google search button performs a
reverse search of the image or video thumbnail. If the entity
is a link, searching on other social media may give content
on other platforms that contains the same URL.
The dashboard shows information of real-time data by
default. Through a “Time Warp” feature, it is possible to
browse the past history of the entities tracked by the system.
In this way, users can inspect snapshots of the BotSlayer
state at previous points in time.

Figure 2: A coordinated campaign detected by BotSlayer

Applications and Impact

attacking American activist Bill Browder.
BotSlayer is under active development. Future improvements will focus on better algorithms for the detection of
coordinated manipulation even among accounts that are not
automated. We hope that BotSlayer will enable new multidisciplinary research on manipulation of online social media
by citizens and experts world-wide.

Almost 300 users world-wide have installed BotSlayer as
of the writing of this paper. They include journalists, academic researchers in various ﬁelds, and numerous civil society organizations. One user reported that BotSlayer was able
to identify a large number of coordinated accounts spreading ISIS propaganda right after the death of Abu Bakr alBaghdadi. The majority of these accounts were suspended
by Twitter almost immediately. Another user leverages the
tool to maintain a list of likely bots posting large volumes
of partisan content. Our research lab has uncovered a few
instances of coordination using the tool. For example, Fig. 2
shows a diffusion network involving a Russian botnet that
promoted a YouTube video. The video is a false news report
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